
CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

The skin is a complex, multi-functional, structurally heterogeneous system which

protects internal organs from its surrounding and also communicates with its en-

vironment. The skin consists of different cell structures, numerous chemical com-

pounds and ions. Hence it is essential to model the skin as an engineering system

and study how it responds to environmental variations prior to analyzing the skin

impedance fluctuations due to blood glucose variation.

3.1 Selection of Frequency Band

The main focus of the research is to develop a skin impedance model which can

express blood glucose variation. Glucose is an organic substance. Frequency

dispersion of the biological tissue which occurs due to the polarization of organic

macromolecules lay in the frequency band 1 kHz to several MHz [6] which is also

known as the β-dispersion region. However Caduff et al [1] have reported that,

at the frequencies higher than 200 MHz, the sensitivity of β-dispersion and DC

conductivity becomes very low. Moreover they have also reported that the working

frequency band for DS based non-invasive blood glucose measurement as 30 MHz

∼ 51 MHz. Using the β frequency band, the influence from water molecules can be

eliminated since frequency dispersion due to polarization of water molecule occurs

at frequencies greater than 10 GHz. Hence for system identification purposes,

frequency band from 1 MHz to 200 MHz is used in this research.
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3.2 Selection of the Stimulation Signal

Skin impedance shows several non-linearities in its properties based on the applied

voltage (or current) wave. However, in this research we do not intended to analyze

non-linear skin behavior. Hence the applied stimulation voltage signal must be

such that the skin impedance behavior is linear. As given in Table 2.3, the stim-

ulation voltage signal must be a sinusoidal for linear skin impedance behavior.

Moreover, Edelberg [43] has reported that, the amplitude of the applied voltage

determine the upper limit of the range in which the skin obeys Ohm’s Law instead

of the current density. According to their research, they have suggested 0.5 V as

a safe upper limit for DC conductance measurements. However, Lykken et al [7]

and Boxtel [44] have shown that, the skin impedance generally shows linear char-

acteristics up to 2 V. Considering both cases, in this research a sinusoidal voltage

wave of 0.5 V amplitude is used for skin impedance measurements.

3.3 Factors That Influence Skin Impedance

There are several factors other than blood glucose level which cause variation in

skin impedance such as temperature at the measurement site, force applied on a

sensor and body movements. An experimental setup consisting of a sensor, ana-

logue circuitry to measure skin impedance and a LabView application to measure

and store skin impedance were developed to measure these factors.

3.3.1 Sensor Design

A high frequency sinusoidal voltage with low amplitude is used as the source signal.

Hence a radiating antenna is more suitable as a sensor to measure skin impedance.

Considering that the skin is a complex and structurally heterogeneous medium,

the type and shape of the sensor are very critical to obtain accurate measurements.

Existing sensor designs

In this section we will look at the different sensors which have been developed,

which are suitable for NIBGM. The sensor presented in [42, 45, 46] uses two elec-
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trodes, anode and a cathode, placed far apart from each others on the skin to

obtain the impedance. In such an orientation, the skin impedance measurement

consists of not only the skin impedance, but also impedance contributed from

deeper tissue which weaken the accuracy of NIBGM estimation using DS [12].

Cadaff et al [1] proposed a glass coated micro strip transmission line as the sensor

given in Figure 3.1. As the gap between transmitter and receiver is considerably

minimized, the influence coming from deeper tissue can be neglected. However in

this sensor, the orientation is more critical and influence the final reading. The

reason for this is the the asymmetrical fringing effect found in square sensors.

Figure 3.1: Sensor proposed by Cadaff et al.

Jeans et al. [27], Green [5] and Mohammad [47] proposed an open-ended spiral

micro strip antenna an alternative. Even though the fringing effect is not present

due to the spiral nature of the sensor, the spiral itself is not symmetrical and

hence caused incorrect readings as a result of the orientation of the sensor. That

it, for different orientations, the sensor gave different values for th same skin

environment. To mitigate this effect a plastic thumb guide as shown in Figure 3.2

was used to ensure the orientation remained the same between two measurements.

However now the applicability of the sensor is limited as it cannot be used at any

place in the body for measurement.

A sensor known as the“Measuring cell” shown in Figure 3.3 was proposed by

Tura et al. [48]. It consists of several parallel plate micro strip transmission lines.

The gap between the transmission lines is quite high. Hence measured impedance

consists both skin impedance and deeper tissues impedance. Moreover, the sensor
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Figure 3.2: Close-up of spiral micro strip with plastic thumb-guiding fixture.

had sharp 90◦ corners which resulted it having the fringing effect.

Figure 3.3: Inner view of measuring cell

Rahman et al. [11] proposed a radial micro-electrode array with coplanar

shielded signal conductors as shown in Figure 3.4. This was devised specially

to measure the impedance spectroscopy of human umbilical vein endothelial cells.

This type of electrode array is specially designed to measure impedance data at

several discrete angles across the tissue. Since the measurements are at discrete

angles instead of continuous measurements, for different orientation of the sensor,

the measured DS will be different. Moreover, sensor has considerably large fring-

ing effect since it has 16 strip lines and same number of micro strip patch which

have sharp edges that makes is unsuitable for DS measurements.

In order to overcome the fringing effect and the orientation issue, a circular

antenna can be used for skin impedance measurements. Sergio Curto [49] pro-

posed a compact circular patch antenna with a parasitic ring as a hypothermia

applicator. However due to the circular patch at the center, directivity of the an-

tenna is quite high as such radiated EM energy quickly reaches deeper tissue and
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Figure 3.4: Bio-sensor proposed by Rahman et al. [11]

get absorbed there. Instead, this research proposes a compact concentric annular

ring slot antenna (CARSA) as shown in Figure 3.5 as an alternative for NIBGM.

Since it is an annular ring antenna, both fringing and orientation issues have been

solved. Moreover, by carefully selecting the gap between two rings EM energy

penetration into deeper tissue can be reduced [12].

Figure 3.5: Top view of CARSA bio-sensor proposed by Ruwansiri et al. [12]

CARSA Design

CARSA has two concentric rings as depicted in Figure 3.6 where the input signal

is fed to the inner ring while the energy coupled through the skin is acquired from

the outer ring which is grounded. In order to maximize energy coupling between

rings, inner and outer rings are designed with an equal area.

The gap between two rings is s, inner radius of inner ring is r and the width

of the strip-lines are assumed to be w1 and w2 for inner ring and outer ring

respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic drawing of CARSA

The research in Kanaujia et al. [50,51] and Ansari et al. [52] have shown that

concentric an annular ring micro strip antenna can be modeled as a parallel gap

coupled micro strip transmission line. Hence CARSA can be modeled as a parallel

gap-coupled coplanar strip-line as depicted in Figure 3.7. Further, as shown in

Figure 3.8, the electric field lines are perpendicular to the surface of strip lines

while the magnetic field lines are parallel to the strip-line.
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Figure 3.7: Parallel gap coupled co-planer slot-line
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Figure 3.8: Electric and Magnetic field line of CARSA
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As seen from Figure 3.8, the field lines pass through air, the substrate of the

antenna as well as the skin tissues. Assuming the dielectric parameter for air

(1.00059) is constant; behavior of the electric field radiation fully depends on the

dielectric properties of the skin and the underlying tissues.

3.3.2 Measurement Environment

The analogue circuit consists of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), a reference

resistor, the CARSA sensor, a coaxial probe and the peak detector circuits as

given in Figure 3.9.

VCO
309 Ω Rref =102 Ω System Under 

Test (Sensor / 
Sensor and Skin)

Amplitude 
Detector Circuit

NI DAQ Card

LabView 
Application

D
at

a

2

Control Voltage (0 to 10 
V in 0.1 V steps) and 
Ground Line (0 V)

2
Power (3.6 V) and 
Ground Line (0 V) 2

Vref and 
Vsens

Vref Vsens

Ground 
Line (0V)

Figure 3.9: Block diagram of skin impedance measurement system

The VCO generated sinusoidal signal with 1.6 V amplitude passes through

309 Ω resistor in order to reduce the voltage level until 0.6 V. The reference resis-

tor Rref is 102 Ω, hence approximately another 0.3 V of voltage reduction occurs

across Rref resulting in approximately 0.4 V voltage applied across the skin. How-

ever this value can vary by a little due to the characteristics of transmission line

and practically a sinusoidal signal with 0.4±0.1 V amplitude across was achieved.

This is below the maximum DC voltage specified for linear skin impedance mea-

surements. Using the peak detector circuit the DC voltage across either side of

Rref were measured and using Ohm’s Law. Subsequently the magnitude of the
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skin impedance was computed via (3.1) and plotted against frequency using a

LabView application.

|Z| = Rref

(
Vsense

Vref − Vsense

)
(3.1)

where Rref , Vsense and Vref are as shown in Figure 3.9.

3.3.3 Temperature Variation and Skin Impedance

Using the measurement environment described in Section 3.3.2, magnitude of the

skin impedance was measured at two temperature levels 20 ◦C and 40 ◦C. The

result is plotted in Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.10: Skin impedance variation with temperature

The results agree with Tragear et al. [8]; resistance of RC parallel combination

which represent skin is inversely proportional to the the mobility of sodium and

chloride ions in the inter-cellular channels of stratum corneum. When the temper-

ature increases, mobility of the above mentioned charges increases which result in

a decrease of magnitude of the skin impedance.

3.3.4 Body Movements and Skin Impedance

Using the same experimental setup, skin impedance is measured for two scenarios;

arm at rest and arm moving. According to the result shown in Figure 3.11, hand

movement artifacts do not influence the measured impedance. Even though there
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are small fluctuations seen in the graph, in general the trend is same as when

the hand is at rest. However, there is a small impedance reduction which results

from the fast blood circulation resulting form arm movement. When the blood

circulation is fast, ion supply to the tissues will occur effectively resulting in a

decline of the skin impedance.
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Figure 3.11: Skin impedance variation with hand movement

3.3.5 Force on a Sensor and Skin Impedance

In order to determine the influence of the force on the sensor to the measures skin

impedance, two experiments with different pressures applied to the sensor was

conducted. The resulting measurements are plotted in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Skin impedance variation with force on a sensor
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We use the basic mathematical model for cell membrane which contains a

parallel combination of resistor and capacitor to explain the results in Figure

3.12. The magnitude function for this model is,

|Z| = 1√
(1/R)2 + (ωC)2

(3.2)

We have ensured that the behavior of skin impedance is linear and works as a

conductor and parallel plate capacitance, i.e.

R = ρ
`

A
(3.3)

C = ε
A

`
(3.4)

Combining (3.2)–(3.4) we obtain (3.5)

|Z| = `

A

ρ√
1 + (ωερ)2

(3.5)

where,

` : thickness of the tissue layer

A : effective area under measurement

ε : permittivity of the tissue

ρ : resistivity of the tissue

ω : radial frequency (rad/s)

At a given instance, for a given frequency and a sensor, permittivity (ε), re-

sistivity (ρ) of the tissue layer are constant. Furthermore, effective area under

measurement (A) is also constant since the same antenna is used for experiment.

Then the |Z| is governed by the thickness of the tissue layer (`). When force on

the sensor increases, thickness of the tissue layer decreases. Hence magnitude of

the skin impedance decreases with the applied pressure on a sensor.
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3.4 Transfer function of Skin

In this section we identify the transfer function of the skin for the frequency range

1 MHz - 200 MHz.

3.4.1 Measurement Environment

A network analyzer (NA) (Agilent 8753ES, 30 kHz - 6 GHz) was used to measure

the full two-port scattering parameters (S11, S12, S21 and S22) of the skin in

order to derive the transfer function. Full two-ports network calibration was done

before the experiment. The experiment setup consists of two MMCX connectors,

two transmission lines which are parallel to each other and one is connected with

MMCX connector, G316 RF co-axial probe, CARSA sensor and two co-axial cables

as shown in Figure 3.13.

CARSA sensor

G316 RF co-axial probe

MMCX connector

Two parallel transmission lines

Figure 3.13: Component used in experiment set up

The experiment was carried out in two stages; Stage 1: In this stage full two-

port measurements were taken when sensor is faces air.

Stage 2: Repeat the Stage 1 when sensor is attached to skin.

S-Parameters

S-Parameters describe the performance of a two-port network completely. They

expressed the characteristic of traveling waves that are scattered or reflected

through or from any component in two-port network. The two-port network is

depicted in Figure 3.14
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Figure 3.14: A two-port network

The incoming and out going voltage waves are related as (3.6) [53],

 V −1

V −2

 =

 S11 S12

S21 S22

 V +
1

V +
2

 (3.6)

The |S11| parameter represents the input port voltage reflection coefficient,

S11 =
V −1
V +
1

|V +
2 =0 (3.7)

the |S12| parameter is the reverse voltage gain,

S12 =
V −1
V +
2

|V +
1 =0 (3.8)

the |S21| parameter is the forward voltage gain,

S21 =
V −2
V +
1

|V +
2 =0 (3.9)

and the |S22| parameter is the output port voltage reflection coefficient.

S22 =
V −2
V +
2

|V +
1 =0 (3.10)

3.4.2 Transfer Function from S-Parameters

The experimental setup we have used in this research can be considered as a

cascade of two 2-port networks. The NA gives magnitude and phase information

for each two-port S-parameter. In what follows the steps required to obtain the

transfer function form the measured S-parameters are given.

Step 1: Compute complex S-parameters from magnitude and phase information.
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Step 2: Convert calculated complex S-parameters into ABCD-parameters using

(3.11) since cascaded two-port networks are effectively expressed by ABCD-

parameters.

A =
(1 + S11) (1− S22) + S12S21

2S21

B = Z◦
(1 + S11) (1 + S22)− S12S21

2S21

C =
1

Z◦

(1− S11) (1− S22)− S12S21

2S21

D =
(1− S11) (1 + S22) + S12S21

2S21

(3.11)

Step 3: Compute the ABCD-parameters (3.12) which represents human skin. As Bs

Cs Ds

 =

 A1 B1

C1 D1

−1 ×
 A2 B2

C2 D2

 (3.12)

Where is is the ABCD parameters for skin, i1 is the ABCD parameters from

Stage 1, i2 is the ABCD parameters from Stage 2 and i = A,B,C,D.

Step 4: Convert skin ABCD-parameter into skin S-parameter using (3.13)

S11 =
A+B/Z◦ − CZ◦ −D
A+B/Z◦ + CZ◦ +D

S12 =
2 (AD −BC)

A+B/Z◦ + CZ◦ +D

S21 =
2

A+B/Z◦ + CZ◦ +D

S22 =
−A+B/Z◦ − CZ◦ +D

A+B/Z◦ + CZ◦ +D
(3.13)

Step 5: Compute the transfer function (3.14) of skin using S-parameter computed

in Step 4.

tf =
(Zs + Z?

s )

Z?
s

S11 (1 + Γl) (1− Γs)

2 (1− S22Γl) (1− ΓinΓs)
(3.14)

where,
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Γl =
Zl − Z◦
Zl + Z◦

Γs =
Zs − Z◦
Zs + Z◦

Γin = S11 +

[
S12S21

Γl
(1− S22Γl)

]
and Zl, Zs, Z◦ are load impedance, source impedance and reference impedance

while Z?
s is the complex conjugate of the load impedance.

Step 6: Identify the system using the computed transfer function.

Further, the bode-plot consists of slopes which are not multiples of 20 dB/dec

implying that the system has a fractional order transfer function. A possible

reason for these observations is that the skin has physiological components which

are capable of storing and releasing energy with a time lag. In essence, the skin is

a system having memory.

However, by concentrating on obtaining a stable transfer function we derive the

transfer function given in (3.15) where the bode plot and the pole-zero diagrams

are given in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 respectively. Note that the fractional

order behavior cannot be avoided.

H(s) =
1.733× 108s3 + 4.139× 1017s2 + 7.301× 1025s+ 3.144× 1034

s4 + 1.166× 109s3 + 4.702× 1017s2 + 2.756× 1026s+ 5.451× 1034

(3.15)
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Figure 3.15: Bode plot of skin (3.15)
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Figure 3.16: Pole-Zero plot of skin (3.15)
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